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SPORTS CAMP
This year saw the venue for the sailing station
switch for a third consecutive time. In 2010, the
camp participants had to travel all the way to our
home base in Raffles Marina, and last year’s was
hosted at Marina Barrage. The 2012 edition saw it
move even closer to school with Marina Bay and the
8 spanking new SB20s providing the sailing
experience for the sports camp participants.

With some good breeze filling the Bay in the
afternoon, it looked set to be an excellent day for
sailing. The 8 SB20s were seen darting around the
small area, and shrieks and screams resonated in the
air as the heeling and the broaching began. But
indeed, it proved to be a good afternoon for all with
several notable individuals even getting phone
numbers, maybe?

And even with sailing being on the last day after
hangover day/night, it proved no obstacle to
success with the freshmen still being able to sail.
The same could not be said of Yarhmeh, who tried
to tow the powerboat with the SB20s. Yes, it was
epic. And if you thought he was done for the day,
you’re wrong! With a smooth and silky stride, he
cat-walked off the boat and landed straight into the
freshwater. Ahhh clearly too hot to handle! :P
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RSYC REGATTA
With great food luring greater numbers at this regatta every year, it came as no surprise that SMU Sailing
sent 4 boats to this regatta with Chris (SMU Mad) and Alexi (SMUve) helming the Platus and Calvin
(Shengli) and University Games helm Daniella (JMM) helming the J24s. The club also had sailors on the
other boats with PQ and Yong Tat on IRC A’s winning boat Foxy Lady VI and SFT and Kohzy on
Windsikher.
The Platus claimed a spectacular 1-2 in the IRC B class with SMU Mad claiming bullets in all but one race
while SMUve produced a rousing comeback finish after a slow start to the regatta.

The J24 class proved to be exceptionally competitive with 7 boats on the one-design start. With this
strong fleet on the water, Shengli and JMM did well to come in 2nd and 4th in the class. With a strong core
of freshmen sailing on the boats, the future certainly bodes well for the club!
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SAMUEL ONG YARHMEH
Some call him SMU’s best offshore sailor, others call the
arrogrant frog. Yarhmeh or Samuel Ong as he is less rarely
known nowsadays, has always been passionate about
trimming and this time he has finally got the chance to trim
the mains at RSYC Regatta. We catch up with him and ask
this “numba wuan” champ how the 3 days of the regatta
has been for him.
1. How would you describe your
experiences of RSYC 2012?

racing compared to jib/
spin trim or match
racing, but it helps if
Hot. Hot weather, hot chicks, hot
you've winch handles
streak. Except for the boat
for biceps like PQ.
delivery there, the weather
There's always room to
practically spared nothing in
learn in getting accustomed to the
terms of heat and feather light
different winds and sail settings
winds. But then again, we know
it's these tricky winds that make it for the mains.. But most
importantly, you'd have to get
fun, though I'd say my boat was
well equipped with weight at the comfortable with the helm
constantly reaching near your
stern for stronger winds. As for
nether regions for the backstay/
the pool session after each race
traveler.
day, it never fails to get the
attention of our gang of sailors. It 3. SMU Mad came in 1st in
sure got some crew feeling foxy
almost every race, what is the
and those Foxy crew feeling
secret behind your success?
something. And, well, lastly, 18
cans of beer, training starting at
As the great Bortsnar might say,
2pm, 2 weeks of hard work, all for "we were lucky with the wind", or
1 race: still numba wan! Alright,
Simon Piff's favourite, "We don't
honestly I can't get more excited
know either, it was perhaps the
with what we've done, since i've
beer." Nevertheless, I'm glad we
never come close to smelling such had a fast learner on the jib, Wei
results before. But kudos to the
Chong, who did better with jib/
whole ever-changing crew on
spin trimming with each race;
SMUmad.
Hardworking and efficient-as-hell
chinaman in China shoes, Justin,
2. This is your first regatta on the working the bow; A good start,
mains, has it been tough?
knowing the shifts and current,
I still don't get why my coach
pre-race strategy and planning
insists that mains is tougher than (and rituals) sure help, but most
jib/spin trimming. Maybe winds
importantly communication and
were rather light. Maybe it gets
crew work prevailed. This is one
rather boring going downwind.
time where talk is not cheap. As
Maybe I'm just not doing it right. for our very last secret behind it,
I'm just glad I got to sail RSYC,
look some of us up at National
probably the second best regatta
Iron to find out.
in Singapore in terms of food,
4. Who on your boat deserves the
racing and fun. Not too sure
which is the best, but I heard it's in most down downs?
August. Mains trimming is less
There's this special someone, who
physically punishing in fleet
obviously went to a very different
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type of sailing school as us: who
runs forward with gusto and
human braces on the leeward
side; who decided the coming
mark in the passages race was
straight ahead, through an
island; who called distance to the
next mark as XXX
nanometers; and last but not least,
did not get to appreciate a single
beer after each day's race.
Bringing that person to Kangaroo
court and made to catch up on lost
beers, with interest, makes
Darrine Koh's court case seem
trivial. That special someone, by
special I mean weird, and by
someone I mean Yuhui.
5. Any last thoughts on RSYC
2012?
Special mention goes to Jimmy,
who's always been dedicated to
the trainings and never saying no
to helping out with the team. Even
when leaving for USA, Jimmy
trained and sailed till his last
available day in Singapore. This
numba wan should go to him for
that dedication. And another to
Alexi and team, fighting back
valiantly from an under the
weather first day to stealing a
point of Gordon, bringing up the
team's tally. Sorry, Calvin, you're
still not forgiven for the hole you
caused in Shengli.

CHRISTOPHER LIM
Christopher Lim, or Chris as he is more affectionately known
throughout the club, came into SMU Sailing in 2008 with a wealth
of experience coming from the dinghies. Chris was the President
of the 6th Exco and also the TDO of the 7th and continues to share
his expertise and knowledge to all the newer batches of sailors. A
keen match racer on the water and with beer, he’ll be helming for
the University games team in France this year.
1. How would you describe your last
4 years sailing with SMU?

well the event was run
but also how demanding
it was. An upwind leg
I can compare my time in SMU
took about an hour and a
Sailing over the last 4 years to a very
race could last up to 3
long passage race. Its been tiring,
hours, in winds that
frustrating, full of ups and downs and gusted almost 20 knots
going to the wrong marks..but
non-stop and waves that could make
ultimately, its been the best fun I
you sick. At times I was calling the
could have ever hoped for in
tack simply because I could no longer
university. I was given the chance to
hold onto the tiller anymore. We also
lead the most successful sports club in sailed almost half the regatta with no
SMU’s history for a year, be involved spin pole because our mast ring broke
in groundbreaking milestones, meet
early on and during the passage race,
loads and loads of awesome, fun,
we tried to tune the boats out at sea
good-looking people, train and see
and as a result our sidestay came out
the noobs grow up and win races,
and we were desperately trying to
travel the world, meet the pros, sail
screw them back on while drifting
against the pros and lift trophies for
uncomfortably close to some massive
the best club in the world. The best
rocks. We pulled through though and
part is that I could do all that while
won the sportsboat class over the
still doing what I love the most,
infamous Longtzes who thought they
sailing.
couldn’t be caught. It was a great
team effort and beating the
2. Which has been your best and
Malaysians is a truly satisfying
most memorable competition so far
feeling and one that I will never
and why?
forget.

broke the tiller extension, shortly
after we ripped our training spin in
half. On the second practice day we
ripped our racing spinnaker in half.
When we came back to shore, our
forestay broke and we had to use all
the ropes to keep our mast from
falling over. This led to a night time
dive down to the depths of Ocean
Marina to look for the shroud
connecter and fears that we may not
make it to the start line the next day.
Amazingly, we managed to get to the
start exactly on 0 seconds to make the
best late start ever. However without
a working furler, the crew had to
manually drop and hoist the genoa
each time we rounded the marks. If
you thought that was all, during
racing we tore our mainsail and
ripped the racing spinnaker in half
Its hard to choose just one
ii) Top of The Gulf Regatta 2010
again which meant we had to hoist
competition over the 4 years of sailing
Andrea up the mast as we crossed the
in SMU so I will just be annoying and I was given the chance to helm
finish line to bring the torn bit down.
list down 3.
Amanda, a 30ft cruiser at the top of
The next day our engine died as we
the gulf with a combination of seniors were coming in to berth after an 8
i) Royal Langkawi Regatta 2009
and some noob freshmen (including
hour passage race. Safe to say we
the
destroyer
Alina!)
SMU
Sailing
had
didn’t win the regatta but we did get
This was my first ever keelboat
a 2nd in one race which was probably
regatta that I helmed in and I was put always done well with Amanda and
it
was
even
the
defending
champions
the happiest 2nd place I have ever
together with a crew of seniors whom
achieved. Emotionally, I don’t think I
I didn’t even know until a few weeks in the cruiser class. As such I had
great
hopes
for
the
team
and
would ever see a more difficult race
before the race. We trained really hard
expected nothing less than a podium but it was heartening to see my crew
for that race, putting in many solo
finish. What really happened though stick together, work together and
sessions with our coach at the time
shall remain in my mind as one of the never give up even in the most trying
when everyone else was enjoying
most challenging regattas I will ever
of situations.
their December break. The race was
go through. During the practice day, I
memorable not only because of how
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iii) Royal Langkawi Regatta 2012
In my 3rd Langkawi regatta in SMU,
the team decided to drive up to
Langkawi and enjoy the journey for
once instead of the usual fly in fly out
SMU style race. We spent time in KL
and Penang and enjoyed the best
food, sights and attractions Malaysia
had to offer. Our journey wasn’t
without trouble though and not long
after we started out our tire went flat
and the 5 of us were standing by the
North-South Highway as the massive
lorries and buses went by replacing it.
We also got lost a fair bit but we will
blame that on the GPS. The sailing
was good as ever as well and we were
able to sit nicely on top of the
leaderboard despite not having
cleaned or tuned the boat. The racing
was not so easy throughout though
and there were races where we
struggled to keep up and felt so
sluggish it was incredible. It all came
down to the last race on the last day
to decide the overall winner. All we
had to do was finish in front of the
Malaysian team in 2nd place and we
would win, something that I was
confident of given the way we had
been sailing. We were doing well,
leading the race quite comfortable but
then the wind picked up and the gap
started to close. Before we knew it, 2
Malaysian teams had caught up with
us and then engaged in a little sneaky
team racing, leaving us behind our
rival and with all to do on the final
downwind. We rounded about 4 boat
lengths behind but within minutes
were overlapped and in control. One
more gybe and we would be headed
to the finish line in front and faster.
As we gybed, so did the other team,
we were fast but they managed to
stay on our wind and as much as we
tried they beat us to the line by 2
seconds. It was an agonizing defeat
simply due to the way we threw it
away after being in front. It was hard
to swallow but the pain of finishing
2nd quickly was forgotten as we still
had a good trip back to Singapore.
That would probably be one of my
last one design races with SMU so I
was glad I could end it with a
podium finish but the replay of the

final race will always stay in my
mind.
3. How did you get started to sailing
and what made you take up the
sport?

6. What is the one thing that you
always wanted to shout/tell your
helm/crew?

I don’t think I’ve ever held back
anything when sailing, if I think it I
will usually say it out. I try not to
I got started when my mum signed
rage too much though. But I know
my older sisters up for sailing lessons one thing people will want to shout to
at CSC and I didn’t want to be left out me when I’m steering…”you want to
so my mum would bring me along to hoist you hoist yourself la!!” Ok
watch because I was too young to
probably the one thing I always
take part. After that, when I was
wanted to tell my crew is “we need to
slightly older, about 7, I went for the
send this sideways”.
course and got hooked, never looked
back from there. It also helped that
7. Who is the one person you would
my primary school had sailing as an
like to see drunk most of all and
ECA back then. I started racing a few why?
years later at the club and local events
Easy, I would like to see Calvin drunk
before I switched out of the optimist
to the topper (which was phased out most of all because he tells such good
stories when he’s drunk. He is also
for the bytes) in secondary school.
super honest so you can ask him
4. What is the most embarrassing
anything and he will reply you with
sailing related mistake that you’ve
such honesty its quite scary.
made?
8. Any advice to the current batch of
Anyone who has sailed with me
sailors?
would know that I make a lot of
When in doubt, let it out..
embarrassing mistakes. The worse
ones would include falling off the
boat during a passage race in
Langkawi, rounding the wrong mark
twice in a Barrage match race and
thinking I was OCS in Greece during
the World Uni Games and going back
to the start line even though I wasn’t.
I’ve capsized in Marina Bay, got
grounded in Perth and missed the
start of an important Western Circuit
race one year. Needless to say, the
more you sail the more mistakes you
are bound to make. Thankfully none
have been caught on camera or film
so I can always deny them when
people ask.
5. If you could sail any boat in the
world, which would it be and why?
If I could sail on any boat I would
love to sail on in a one design Soto 40
race with an all SMU crew. The Soto
40s look amazing, so technical and so
physical but once you get it right it
will fly. And I would want to sail with
an all SMU crew simply because I’d
have the most fun doing it. All we
need is Cyril to sponsor it and we are
set.
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ANG YONG TAT
Fashionista. Chung Cheng gangster. These are just some
of the names that Yong Tat is known by. Yong Tat was the
Vice – President of SMU Sailing and in his heydays could
probably woo any Miss Universe with the flashing of his
trademark scar.
1. How would you describe your last 4 years
sailing with SMU?
Bloody awesome. Never regretted one bit and really
thankful for the company I have made and places I
have been to through sailing.
2. Which has been your best and most memorable
competition so far and why?
I still can remember almost all the competitions
pretty clearly. But if I have to choose, it would be
CCIR. First big boat experience, one design dinghy
style, cool weather conditions, nice pit and endless
sol beer.
3. How did you get started to sailing and what
made you take up the sport?
Started in JC because I wanted to drive something
and sailing was the closest I could get then. Never
looked back since. (Boring right)
4. What is the most embarrassing sailing related
mistake that you’ve made?

5. If you could sail any boat in the world, which
would it be and why?
Boracay cos owned by my brother pong la.
6. What is the one thing that you always wanted to
shout/tell your helm/crew?
Calm the F*** down
7. Who is the one person you would like to see
drunk most of all and why?
Richie, cos never see before. Should be pretty funny
8. Any advice to the current batch of sailors?
The more you sail, the higher your GPA. #truestory
#richardlow #cat #oboc #lips

Wow, cant really recall. But I think the incident at
SSR when I caused shuiyong’s head to bleed cause
of an accidental gybe was pretty bad.
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